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10. STAGE FOUR:  MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SOCIAL MEASURES (MESM) DURING ROAD CONSTRUCTION 

 
 
10.1 Objective 
 

 The main objective is to confirm the implementation of mitigation measures 
recommended in the ESIA study. 
 
10.2 Main tasks 
 
 Main tasks that are required to be performed are given in figure 10.1. 
 
 Selection of the monitoring team. 
 Scheduling various functional elements and operational activities. 
 Responsibilities of the monitoring team. 
 Monitoring methodologies. 
 Cost estimate 
 Reporting procedure 

 
Figure 10.1 Main tasks of monitoring environmental and social measures during 

road construction 
 
 
10.3 Recommended guidelines  
 

Recommended guidelines for monitoring environmental and social measures during 
road construction are given in figure 10.2. 
 
 

Select and engage qualified professionals to carry out monitoring. 
 Prepare a checklist of items/parameters to be monitored. 
 Adopt standard methodologies for monitoring environmental measures. 
 Provide sufficient budget for manpower and equipment to carry out the 

monitoring of listed parameters. 
  Maintain close cooperation and coordination among the monitoring team, 

project engineers, construction supervisors, environmental specialists and 
contractors during monitoring. 
Encourage the participation of local people in the monitoring activities. 
Analyze and evaluate monitored data. 
Maintain transparency regarding analysis and evaluation of data. 
Prepare an evaluation report and submit it to the concerned agency for 
performance compliance. 
Report the results of monitoring in a proper format easily understandable by 
concerned personnel and authorities. 

 
Figure 10.2 Recommended guidelines for monitoring environmental and social 

measures during road construction 
 
 

In addition, recommended guidelines for the contractor to implement properly the 
mitigation measures stated in the ESIA study are given in figures 10.3 to 10.5. 
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 Environmental issues Potential environmental problems Recommended mitigation measures     

  Use civil engineering structures and bioengineering measures 
as necessary 

  Avoid the undercutting of slope toes 
  Prohibit quarrying in river banks and beds, where increased 

flood velocity could give rise to damage  
  Use check dams and bioengineering measures  
  Relax width and surfacing standards for short lengths as 

appropriate  
  Balance cut and fill wherever possible  

  Identify safe tipping areas 
   Enforce safe tipping  

  Take proper measures to prevent soil falling 
  Compensate the owners of farmlands 

   
  Improve slope drainage systems  

   Construct mattresses, check dams and other protection 
measures as necessary 

   Construct cascades, to be as long as necessary  
   Incorporate measures to resolve these problems  
   Ensure adequate compensation is paid    

 Replace felled trees with new plantations using same species if 
appropriate 

  Plant trees wherever land is available  
   Avoid damage to wildlife habitat as far as possible 

  Recreate habitat on marginal roadside land  
  Make quarries safe by regarding slopes and installing protective 

structures as necessary 
 Rehabilitate all quarry sites and borrow areas using 

bioengineering techniques  
   Control dust and noise    
   Relocate the plants or compensate 
 
   Ensure safe storage conditions so that there are no losses or 

leaks 
  Ensure that protective clothing and safety measures are used   

 Check that waste materials (especially rubbish and sewage) 
are not polluting water and neighbouring areas  

   Provide liquid fuel and stoves to workers  
   Spray water on construction site and road surface frequently   
   Use local skills even though construction methods need to alter 
   Ensure contractors use local labour where possible  
   Negotiate with local people for reasonable alternative alignment   
   Rationalize compensation levels to ensure parity  

  Listen carefully to people’s problems, try to resolve them 
amicably if they are reasonable 

 
  Provide safety measures around construction sites 

  Install traffic safety measures such as warning signs, 
delineators and barriers 

 Get specialist advice on road safety from the transport 
operation and safety unit 

 
 
Figure 10.3 Guidelines for preparing a road construction checklist for mitigating 

potential environmental impacts 

Landslides or other forms of mass 
instability on slopes 

Erosion or gully formation 
Areas of deep-seated instability 

Slope stability 

Reduction of soil 

Tipping away from designated areas 

Soil falling in water bodies or being 
washed on to farmlands 

Soil disposal 

Inadequate slope drainage systems 

Slope drainage outfalls unprotected 
against scour and erosion 
Disruption of domestic or irrigation 
water supplies 

Water management 

Loss of land and properties Land acquisition 

Plants and wildlife 
Removal of plants 

Damage habitat of wildlife 

Abandoned quarries and borrow pits 
- eyesores and accident-prone areas Quarries and borrow pits 

Stone crushing and 
asphalt plants 

Air and water pollution caused by the 
use of any type of hazardous 
materials (e.g. bitumen, cement, 
paints, explosives, fuels, lubricants) 

Waste generation 
Cutting trees for firewood and 
hunting wildlife 

Unemployment of local people 

Non-participation of local people 

Disparities in compensation 
Conflicts between the project 
authority and local people 

Safety 

Social issues 

Dust 

Workers camp 

Hazardous materials 
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The contractor shall submit the work site for plan 
inspection and define the facilities to be created 
The contractor shall limit disturbances to the environment 
for the site selected and for residents in the immediate 
vicinity. 
The contractor shall execute, upon work completion, all 
work necessary to restore the site.  The project engineer 
should prepare the site restoration plan for contractor. 
 
The contractor shall (during the work phase): 
(a) Preserve trees during materials stockpiling; 
(b) Level stripped materials to facilitate water  
 percolation and make natural grass planting  

possible; 
(c) Restore the natural flow to its previous state;  
(d) Create run-off recovery ditches and conserve 

access ramps, if the quarry is declared fit for use as 
a watering point for livestock or residents 

The contractor shall, upon the completion of the work and 
at own expense, restore the environment around the site 
The supervisor or inspector to submit a report certifying 
that such site restoration work has been completed 
satisfactorily 
 
The contractor shall plant trees and restore vegetal cover 
at locations specified, provide the recommended 
protection (retaining walls, fencing etc.) supply the 
required water and if necessary replace dead trees and 
vegetation 
The contractor shall provide complete maintenance for a 
period of one year after planting including watering, 
cleaning out the bed at the foot of the tree etc. 
The supervisor or inspector shall note down on the site 
record book the number of trees planted, along with the 
execution of protection and the digging of beds at the foot 
of the trees   
This record book shall be used at the official delivery to 
evaluate the services actually rendered 
Once road construction work has been completed, the 
contractor shall indicate on the site map the location/area 
where planting trees and restoring vegetal cover were 
carried out  

 
 
Figure 10.4 Recommended guidelines that need to be incorporated in the tender for 

contractors document during construction and post-construction 
phases 
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Environmental parameters Guidelines 

 
Spray water during construction phase, in the line and earth mixing 
sites, asphalt mixing site, and temporary diversion roads.  Spray water 
in filling subgrade in order to solidify the material and also to prevent 
dust 
Prevent coal ash and stone dust from dispersing.  Cover them properly 
in warehouses and piling yards, except where they are to be used 
immediately 
Cover vehicles delivering materials to reduce spills 
Select asphalt mixing plant sites at least 500 metres away from human 
habitation 
Seal properly mixing equipment, and equip vibrating equipment with 
dust-removing devices.  Provide masks to operators in order to protect 
them from the impacts of dust 
 
Plant trees in slopes and other suitable places along the roadside  
Erect gabions (stone walls) and plant grasses on sections with high 
filling and deep cutting, rebuild damaged irrigation and drainage 
systems by suitable methods 
Store and fence properly the construction materials (stones, sand, 
cement, coal ash and stone dust) in order to keep them away from 
water 
Dispose soils properly so as not to block roadside drains and rivers 
Build roadside drainage systems construct culverts wherever these are 
needed 
Take all necessary measures to prevent earthworks and stone works 
from impeding roadside streams, irrigation canals or drainage systems 
Take all necessary measures to prevent refuse (solid waste) and 
wastewater produced in construction camps from entering into drains 
and water bodies 
 
Maintain proper hygienic conditions in the construction camps  
Provide garbage storage, collection and disposal, and other sanitation 
facilities 
Supply safe drinking water 
 
Enforce strictly national noise standards to protect construction 
workers from adverse impacts of noise.  Provide earplugs to 
construction workers.  Limit noisy construction activities between 9 am 
to 5 pm in areas where there are residences, schools and hospitals 
Service construction machinery and vehicles at regular intervals in 
order to keep their noise to a minimum level 
 
Avoid using arable lands as earth borrowing sites whenever possible 
Advise construction workers to protect natural resources and wildlife 
Prohibit them from hunting and poaching wild animals 
Make temporary accesses for construction vehicles to avoid 
damaging arable lands and cattle-raising grounds 

 
 
Figure 10.5 Recommended guidelines to mitigate adverse environmental impacts 

during road construction (Part 1) 
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Environmental parameters Guidelines 
 

Install lighting devices and safety signal devices in the temporary 
access during construction to ensure safe construction. Enforce 
rigorous traffic rules and regulations in these temporary accesses 
Adopt effective safety measures during construction 
 
Notify immediately the relevant local department if valuable or 
invaluable articles such as coins, utensils, artifacts, structures, or 
other geographic or archaeological relics are discovered   
Arrange supervision of the excavation by an archaeologist to avoid 
any damage to the relics 
 
Use local materials as much as possible so as to avoid long 
distance transportation, especially that of earth, sand and stone 
Construct temporary access at the interchange of the highway and 
other roads 
Adopt efficient traffic management system in order to avoid traffic 
jams 
Arrange delivery of materials in advance in relatively leisurely 
season of traffic 
Prepare a transportation plan of materials to avoid delivery of them 
at peak hours, especially on existing roads 

 
 
Figure 10.5 Recommended guidelines to mitigate adverse environmental impacts 

during road construction (Part 2) 
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